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examples of work we are proud of. Projects that illustrate
why – and how – we have become captains of the industry.

ABOUT ALUVIEW

Our goal with this portfolio is to showcase our product range,
our focus on technical details and our innovative design system.

Founded in the 1980s by David Gordon,
Aluview is a family business with a strong
legacy of stability, versatility and innovation.

Aluview creates lasting relationships with our clients,
designing and installing shower doors, bathroom accessories,
frameless folding doors and balustrades all over Africa.

WHO IS ALUVIEW?
Aluview is a frameless glass specialist – designing,
manufacturing and installing glass products of the
highest quality for a range of clients including architects,
developers, designers and contractors.

We combine our strong systems specifications with
clear communication and leading project management to
meet the high standards we have become known for.

As a pioneer of the industry, Aluview
introduced frameless shower doors to the South
African market. We have a strong commitment
to cost-effective solutions that do not compromise
on quality.
Projects that illustrate why – and how – we are captains
of the industry…

THIS SHOWCASE
In recognition of our
achievements, this book collates

“able to operate anywhere and have
worked on architectural glass projects
throughout Africa”

One of our biggest contributions to the industry
is our Schematech Made to Measure software. This
project began as an in-house development by Aluview
technical experts and has become the industry benchmark
for shower design – used by a remarkable majority
of shower enclosure manufacturers in South Africa.
Aluview’s aim on every project is to design glass structures
that are aesthetically and architecturally exceptional.
To achieve this, every detail must be perfect.

Known for products that work, a range of products that can support the scope
of any project and glass solutions able to cope with the structural demands of
any job, we are also able to create bespoke products for different purposes
and varied clients.

OUR FOOTPRINT
We are able to operate anywhere and have worked on construction projects
throughout Africa – including Gambia, Uganda, Tanzania and Mauritius. Aluview
is also proudly compliant with BEE regulations and is regularly certified.

Products that work, a range that
can support the scope of any
project, and glass solutions that
are able to cope with the structural
demands of any job…

Showers
Frameless Showers
Frameless showers are one of Aluview’s most popular products and one in which we have
extensive experience. The look of a frameless shower opens itself to the minimalist aesthetic while
accentuating the glass through clean, seamless lines. In order to get the best out of the minimalist
approach, Aluview have incorporated function into the design of necessary components. For instance
we have included robe hooks to the opposing side
of glass clamps, meaning that no component is The challange is to give the
superfluous., no component is without function.
Another challange we pride ourselves on
engineering around, is ensuring the water proofness
of our showers through clear seals, thin low-profile
alumnium ground sills, anti-mould silicone sealant
and specially treated hydrophobc glass.

appearance that the glass is
floating, but with structural
rigidity and integrity
delivered through intelligent
design.

Steam Showers
Extending the concept of the frameless shower to Steam Showers, Aluview pioneered and proved
to the industry that frameless Steam Showers are not only possible, but are desireable too. The
concept is for a floor to ceiling glass enclosure that traps the steam in without allowing excessive
moisture into the bathroom . A specially designed
header rail fits into the fibreglass ceiling
leaving a professional fitted finish, avoiding the often ‘retro-fitted’ look of most steam showers.
By providing an all-inclusive service from the enclosure to the steam generator, Aluview have
been able to supply fully fitted steam showers to private homes, boutique hotels and guest
houses, spas and sports gymnasiums.

SLIDING SHOWERS
All three of the sliding showers that Aluview offers were
designed in-house as a response to problems that were
presented by the architects involved in large projects. Thus,
the Emporer Slider was born out the Emporer Palace, the
Duplo and City Slider from our extensive work with City
Lodge.
The Emporer Slider addresses a niche need for a slider
than can handle large sliding panels on a double track
system. The large robust profile marries the look of stainless
steel and large panels of glass beautifully.
The Duplo Slider was created as a response to the aesthetic
look of exposed workings. , breaking with the traditional look of
sliding shower doors. We are confident that the Duplo is one
of the most cost-effective custom sliding showers in Africa.
The City Slider addresses a popular aesthetic look. Importantly
it allows for corner entry showers thanks to its
light but robust top track that does not dip under
the weight of the glass.

The Duplo Slider is a perfect
example of the merging
together of aesthetics and
function: The working parts
of the shower slider are
visible...and beautiful.

SEMI-FRAMELESS SHOWERS
Semi-Frameless showers are a specially crafted system where one vertical edge of the glass is
encased in an aluminium bracket. The bracket rests against the wall and uses a full length hinged
profile so that the glass panel opens from the wall. The opposing return panel has a similar but
unhinged aluminium profile. In our experience we have found that the combination of glass and
aluminium or stainless steel has a partculalrly clean and refreshing look to it, making Semi-Frameless
showers very attractive, as well as being functional and robust.

Folding Stacking Doors
FRAMELESS
Specifically suited to the Southern African market, frameless
stacking and folding doors are an ideal way to enclose a patio.
Aluview are able to either retrofit or incorporate into the original
design thanks to specially designed ‘step-over’ (for retrofitting)
or ‘step-down’ bottom guides. The same guides also solve the
challenge faced in weather-proofing stacking folding systems.
Aluview’s attention to detail includes UV resistant weather seals
that do not yellow with age, ensuring a long-lasting, clean and
crisp design.

FRAMED
Extruded aluminium side (top) extrusion and
‘step-down’ (bottom) extrusion. The stepdown extrusion has a gap allowing tiling to
slot into the extrusion.

Traditionally styled framed folding doors utilise a concertina
action to fold and slide open. The aluminium framing allows
for larger sizing requirements and matches existing aluminium
fenestration and entrances. Framed folding stacking doors are
particularly suited for shop frontage.

SEMI-FRAMED
Semi-framed sliding stacking doors have a top and bottom horizontal frame leaving an exposed
vertical glass edge. The movement is one of sliding and stacking rather than folding. The unique feature
of this is that leaves can be opened independently , so that one can open the doors entirely or in
sections. In all cases the sliding and folding/stacking doors meet extremely stringent specifications and
safety standards. Additionally all components are suitable for coastal conditions as they are exclusively
manufactured from extruded aluminium and stainless steel.

Glass Doors & Partitioning
Increasingly glass is being used in the office
and home environment as a means to partition,
define and separate living and working space. Our
extensive experience in the glass-industry has enabled
us to be innovators in the field of glass walling.
Using safety or toughened glass - dependent on client
requirements - we are able to apply patterns through films,
sandblasting, etching , silk-screening and even direct printing
to glass. Aluview uses Nanogate™ , a product specially
imported from Germany , to seal sandblasting patterns.

Glass partitioning gives
an open plan feel to large
spaces that creates a sense
of spaciousness while
allowing for privacy, or
highlighting interior design.

Aluview have installed glass partitioning in several resorts
and business sites across the country including the Maslow
Hotel, Sun City’s entrance foyer, glass doors into the Hotel
on Boulevard, office and partitions in the Regency Hotel and
several glass walls into spas and gyms across the country.

Aluminium Doors & Windows
Aluminium doors and windows are particularly
suited to the harsh southern African climate
due to their strength and corrosion resistance.
The extruded aluminium profiles of the door
and windows that Aluview produces, are all
manufactured within South Africa and all have
a AAMSA rating.
All aluminium profiles and components are
anodized and powder coated to the client’s
requirements. Frames are then fitted with safety
glass with glazing certificates. Aluview, known

for it’s individual
attention
to
customer needs
is able to provide
different types of
glazing including
toughened glass
and
decorated
glass.

Traditional styling and
strength are two of the
core benefits of aluminium
framed doors and
fenestration

The primary advantage of a framed solution
over a frameless product is the inherent
strength that comes with enclosing glass in an
aluminium profile frame. Aluminium doors are
ideally suited for shop frontage where heavy
use is expected . Additionally, because the
glass is framed significantly larger or taller
leaves of glass can be safely accommodated.
On top of this, aluminium framing allows
for double-glazing, something that frameless
solutions cannot currently offer.
Aluminium is also a perfect replacement for
traditional steel and wooden window frames .
Aluminium is virtually maintenance free and
boasts corrosion resistance even in coastal
conditions. To increase corrosion resistance,
all internal components are made from stainless
steel, brass and aluminium. Windows can be
top, side or bottom hung, and sliding in both
vertical or horizontal
directions.

Aluminium
framed
doors and windows
can be used in
multiple applications
and are excellent for
refurbishment projects
where wood or steel
have corroded or
rotted.

Balustrading

Side Mount

Aluview utilize 12 and 15mm monolithic (single sheet) glass for all our glass balustrading requirements.
Laminate glass (more than one sheet) leaves an edge where moisture ingress can cause unsightly aging
and bubbling of the laminate sheet. The monolithic glass used by Aluview is more weather resistant and
ultimately better looking. Side mounted balustrades require at least 200mm of solid mounting material, but
are excellent in show-casing industrial design ethos or similar applications where the structure of the building
is to be highlighted.

Stainless Steel
High quality (316 marine grade and 304 grade for the High
Veld) brushed stainless steel are used in all stainless steel
balustrading that we install. Mounts are galvanized and fixed using
Fischer™ epoxies. The classic look of stainless steel railing lends
itself to contemporary industrial design while at the same time
remaining virtually maintenance free and extremely durable.

Recessed Floor Mount
Aluview’s ethos of problemsolving has resulted in a
re-engineering of mounting
components to compensate for
irregular surfaces, resulting
in finished products that fit
seamlessly with the existing
structure.

Galvanised steel angle and flat bar form the channel by which
glass balustrading can be recessed into the flooring material, hiding
the structure and creating unbroken clean lines and angles. Recessed
balustrading requires some pre-planning in the architectural design
of the feature. Channels are epoxy grouted to ensure against the
ingress of moisture.

Wine Cellars
An extremely elegant and eye-catching product
on offer is that of glass wine cellars. Aluview is
able to combine the properties of toughened glass
and stainless steel to transform existing underutilised spaces into show-piece features in both
the home and business/retail scenarios.

Glass wine cellars make an
excellent space in which
to introduce temperature
modulated systems , and
which show off wines rather
than relegate them to a
dusty cupboard.

The wine racks and cellar at the Rosebank
Hyatt which were designed and built by Aluview
according to the client’s specific needs.

In the case of the Rosebank Hyatt, Aluview were
called upon to manufacture the wine racks from
stainless steel. In-house engineers drew up the
technical plans based on the architect’s conceptual
vision. The result is the outstanding and functional
feature of the hotel’s restaurant and dining space.

Shop
Fronts
Excellent quality glass shop-frontage is extremely
important to the display and ultimate look of retail
outlets. Aluview has developed some of the best
shop-frontage systems in the industry; from folding
and stacking glass panes to solid glass walling. Single
to multiple-layered shatterproof glass can be utilised
along with specialised sand-blasting as well as several
techniques to add images to your glass frontage.

The clean lines of glass and
aluminium work to enhance the
presentation and value of retail
spaces.

Aluview can also
create sound-proofed glass walling, ideal for restaurants
and shops that are situated in busy thoroughfares and
malls. Their SABS quality glass is durable and attractive,
exuding to quality and elegance to prospective shoppers.
Various sliding, stacking and opening systems can be
employed, some designed in house through years of
expertise catering for the hotel industry throughout Africa.

Aluview Expertise in Glass
Every one of Aluview’s products is stress-tested at our in-house testing
facility, to ensure the stability and structural integrity of our shower doors
and other enclosures.
Because we have placed enormous emphasis on the safety of our
products, and because we are known for having maintained extremely
high standards over the years, we served as technical chairs of the South
African Shower Enclosure Manufacturers Association (SASEMA). We continue
to sit on the Board.
Our Schematech Made to Measure software ensures that all design parameters are in
line with building regulations – as well as other prevailing quality and safety standards, including
those of the South African Bureau of Standards (SABS).

5-star

Aluview has long led the shower door industry when it comes to frameless
shower doors. Continuing our legacy of innovation, we offer glass mounting for any
of our bathroom accessories – an option that is rarely available in South Africa.

“Inspiration grows into full-scale creation through
persistence and imagination.” –
Carol Lloyd
In this hotel, we fitted robe hooks on the return panels of each enclosure door.
Enclosures are also built around the vanity,
which is a signature feature of this hotel,
and required us create bespoke shower
doors that wrap around the vanity.
The bathrooms are tiled with imported
marble, requiring special attention to ensure
their preservation. To address this concern,
we combined cutting-edge laser technology
with our Schematech Made to Measure
software – fitting the enclosures without
damaging the marble. We also provided
electronic sliding glass cavity doors at the
entrance to the hotel. .

Aluview product solution: Shower enclosures with an in-line panel
door and return panel of 10mm toughened safety glass with polished aluminium header rails and a pivot hinge system
exclusively silkscreened.

In this installation, our custom header
rails were used to optimise the structural
integrity of the enclosures without decreasing
aesthetic appeal.

|

Developer:

The

Grand

Aluview product solution: Shower enclosure
with a door closing onto a large return panel
manufactured from 8mm toughened safety glass
with wall mounted hinges and a clip-on stabiliser
bar.

4-star | 67 rooms | Developer: Off the Shelf Investments:
|
Architect:
Dennis
Fabian
Commercial
Architects
As
architectural
understanding
of

glass
specialists,
the
constraints
of

we
have
a
superior
structural
glass
applications.

“The design process, at its best, integrates the
aspirations of art, science, and culture.” – Jeff Smith
										

A challenge specific to this project was that the return panels of each shower door are
larger than is customary and needed more bracing than panels of a smaller size. Our
clip-on stabiliser bar was used to address this issue because it offers sufficient support.
For this reason we designed stabiliser bars that overcome the difficulties posed by large
glass panels but retain frameless glass elegance.
									
We manufacture our products to look beautiful and function exceptionally. It is vital that
these doors seal properly and for this project we achieved this by applying a metal strip
to the plinth, increasing durability without detracting from enclosure aesthetics.
We also installed customised stainless steel pull handles in the bathrooms at this hotel.

The concealed track designed for this hotel is
an excellent example of how Aluview develops
products to meet an architect’s particular needs.
We communicated extensively with LLP Design to
engineer a unique track and roller guide system. As
with all of our glass products, the enclosure panels
were stress-tested at our in-house testing facility.

A thoughtfully designed shower
door, framed with distinction, turns
everyday living into something
that you can appreciate for its
simple splendour.

All bathroom enclosures were manufactured with a
bespoke silkscreen pattern on one side of the glass.
On the other side we applied opaque sandblasted vinyl
to guarantee privacy while enhancing the safety of the
glass. Stainless steel hook locks keep each enclosure
in a closed position.
In addition, we installed stainless steel towel rails and
magnetic seals.

Aluview product solution: A sliding bathroom enclosure
exclusively silkscreened and sandblasted using 10mm
toughened safety glass with concealed overhead sliding tracks

5-star | 100 rooms | Developer: Kharafi Holdings | Architect: LLP Design | Contractor: Prima Semper Builders

To address the architect’s
requirements, we designed a
bespoke system which we named
‘the Emperor’ in recognition of this
project. The system is unique in
that both door panels slide, and we
continue to use it in other projects
throughout Africa.

Emporer’s Palace

5-star

|

196

rooms

|

Developer:

Global

Resorts

|

Architect:

When
pioneering
designs marry sublime
form with formidable
function, they allow
the daily pleasure of
beauty and the utility
of grand structure.

BKA

Architects

|

Contractor:

WBHO

We designed these enclosures with aesthetics in mind;
semi-frameless glass creates a sense of spaciousness
with a contemporary feel. Our semi-frameless glass
doors are renowned for their versatility because they
are able to enclose larger areas than other products
on the market.

In addition, we installed anti-lifting plates and
specially manufactured roller bearings, manufactured
to improve durability and ensure that doors slide
smoothly.

Aluview product solution:
Sliding bath enclosures
manufactured from 8mm
toughened safety glass
and featuring a double
slider system

In this hotel, we installed shower enclosures
in slimline channels running from the floor to the
ceiling. We employed this particular installation
technique instead of a traditional clamping
technique to give the enclosures a cleaner line.

Design executed in its highest form. Simplicity, beauty
and ease of use. Success, by
the greatest aesthetic and
functional standards.
5 star | 92 rooms | Developer: Kerzner International | Architect:
Dennis Fabian Commercial Architects | Contractor: WBHO

An innovative feature of One&Only Cape Town’s
shower doors is Aluview’s custom-made T-clamp,
which attaches the façade’s middle panel to a
common dividing panel. To add functionality,
we added a double-robe hook to the clamp.
Characteristic of the bathrooms in the hotel’s

villa are our 45-degree wall-mounted hinges, to
ensure that each door closes and seals tightly
and can withstand constant use.
Special features in each enclosure include
glass-to-glass division panels and rising selfclosing hinges. These allow the weight of the
door to assist in closing and sealing.
Nanogate chemical treatment on the sandblasted
side prevents fingermarks sticking to the glass.

Aluview product solution: Floor to ceiling
shower and WC enclosures with dividing
panel. Manufactured from 10mm and 12mm
toughened safety glass. Glass surface exclusively
silkscreened.

This means that we can sandblast for opacity
without any of the associated drawbacks.

5-star | 302 suites | Developer: Sun International
|
Architect:
Northpoint
|
Contractor:
WBHO

This project is an example of the kind of
versatility we pride ourselves on. Not only
did we install bathroom enclosures, we also
furnished each room with aluminium glass
sliding doors that opened onto a patio.

The contrivances of man
– every structure, every
design and every material – evolved from the
simplest beginnings.
In refurbishing the Wild Coast Sun,
the aim was to overhaul the design
– without detracting from its signature
elegance. To do this, we installed
sandblasted glass shower doors.
Sandblasting adds a touch of modernity
without compromising on privacy.
The header rail system installed as
a part of this project increases the
structural integrity of the glass while
retaining frameless glass elegance.
Our doors are also treated with
Nanogate, which makes cleaning easier
– an important consideration for hotels.

Various shower and toilet enclosures
manufactured from 8mm toughened
safety glass and chemically treated
with a non-stick surface technology

Aluview product solution:
A niche shower enclosed
by
a
single
door
manufactured from 8mm
toughened safety glass

The Westcliff’s showers consist of a single
glass door, which is a challenge because
these are difficult to measure and cut, as
the walls might not have 90-degree corners.
Cutting
precise
parallelograms
for
these situations requires a high degree
of technical skill – something Aluview
prides itself on – to achieve a perfect fit.
The high quality and beautiful design of
these doors enhance the stately opulence
of this well-known hotel. In addition, we
installed doorstops to prevent over-closing
which places unnecessary strain on the
hinges and fitted bespoke towel rail handles.

Pieces of glass form
items of architectural
significance that turn
bathroom spaces into
areas that are functionally
ornate.

5-star
Developer:

|

117
Orient

suites
Express

|
Hotels

5-star
Architect:

|

24
CMAI

suites
Architects|

|
Developer:
Contractor:
Cape

Geoff
Engel
Island
Construction

|
|

Striking architecture lends
itself to our shower doors,
which are formed on a base
of clarity, transparency and
all-round design expertise.
The Turbine has been designed to mix
contemporary materials – steel and glass –
with classic brick and wood features from the
original structure. Stabiliser bars and shelves
were installed to secure the shower doors.
The diversity of each suite’s layout meant
that every bathroom required a different shower
door configuration. Our business prides itself on
being able to cater for any requirements and use
Schematech Made to Measure software to enable
any degree of customisation.
We also constructed the Turbine’s steam room,
fitting it with a steam generator, a fibreglass
ceiling and a custom-built glass door.
In all bathroom enclosures, we installed our
specialised sill plates and magnetic seals for
superior sealing. These shower doors were
braced with glass shelves and stabiliser bars –
allowing for complete structural integrity.

Aluview product solution: Various shower enclosures and 12mm glass stair balustrades,
braced by tailor-made stabiliser bars and glass shelves

5-star
|
500
suites
|
Developer: Starwood Hotels |
Contractor: Murray & Roberts
This hotel’s bathrooms required a custom-designed sub
frame to be fixed to the super-structure. It was eventually
bricked in, plastered and tiled, and installed with concealed
magnetic seals. Enclosures were installed in the final
stage of construction with glass that had been cut in bulk.

When glass structures are designed with
form and function in mind, the result is
art that is as attractive as it is useful.
The centre panel of each enclosure has been kept
translucent – offering an enticing contrast to the opaque
sandblasted glass doors.
Each entrance required a single glass door with an in-line
panel fixed to a wooden reveal. We attached beautiful long
pull handles to each door.
We also fitted the hotel’s steam and sauna rooms with
our high-quality glass doors, custom-crafted for the Westin.

Aluview product description: Single toilet door with mirror
image shower door, both closing on an in-line centre panel
that is manufactured from sandblasted and chemically treated
toughened 8mm safety glass. Enclosures feature built-in sub
frames.

5-star | 179
Architect:
MDS

suites | Developer: Tsogo
Architecture
|
Contractor:

Sun |
Grinaker

Each room in this hotel required 22 pieces of glass. This set
a company record for the number of pieces of glass per room.
Despite the logistical challenge this presented, Aluview successfully
manufactured and installed 3938 individually measured pieces of glass.

The clarity of form that glass gives
to a space speaks to function that
extends beyond need into daily
magnificence.

The client requested that these enclosures run Aluview product solution: Floor to ceiling shower and
WC enclosures with horizontal glass panels above
from the floor to an unusually high ceiling. We
included a horizontal band of glass above the door the doors, manufactured from 8mm toughened safety
glass. Toilet and WC doors with an in-line return and
to ensure that it did not exceed building regulations.
top lights.
Shower splashbacks were designed exclusively
for Sun Square Montecasino to feature backpainted glass, fixed in a band at mixer level.

feature sill plates at the
bottom of each door and
magnetic seals running
along the vertical closing
In addition to our shower door installations, we side.
This
increases
installed vanity mirrors in the bathrooms as well the amount of leak
as in the Teatro’s backstage changing rooms. protection
available.
As with most Aluview products, these enclosures

Developer: Skye Development Corporation | Architect: Grosskopff,
Lombart, Huyberechts & Associates | Contractor: Basil Read
In this hotel, we designed each enclosure to be different and
installed various shower and toilet enclosure configurations.
Each penthouse suite required an extra-large
enclosure because the apartments were triple-volume.
To counteract the stability issues of bigger glass panels,
our header rails ensured structural integrity.
In addition, we fitted
concealed cavity slider doors
at each kitchen’s entrance,
and provided sliding/stacking
aluminium glass partitioning
in the coffee shop, gym and
conference centre.
We furnished all bathrooms
with stainless steel accessories
from our signature product
range and equipped enclosures
with sill plates, magnetic seals
and glass bracing shelves.
Various shower, toilet and
entrance doors as well as
portioning for public areas,
all manufactured using 8mm
toughened
safety
glass
with
exclusive
patterned
sandblasting and a non-stick
surface treatment

“Design is the fundamental soul
of a human-made creation that
ends up expressing itself in
successive outer layers of the
product or service.” – Steve Jobs

The open plan
design of the
rooms
relied
heavily on glass
to partition and
screen the various
components
of
the bathrooms.
The artwork on
the glass followed
through with the
design of the
building and the
rooms.

The Maslow Hotel project was a refurbishment undertaken
by Sun International. The architect involved wanted to extend
the concept of the exterior design in the room themselves
which presented several interesting challenges for Aluview
Several different room configurations meant that numerous
designs needed to be drawn up for shower enclosures,
bathroom partitions and divisions within existing spaces.
Aluview was called upon to solve lots of small situational
problems like urinal screening and the partitioning in the Spa.
The glass partitions were specially crafted by printing the
designs onto the glass before going through the toughening
process. By toughening the glass after the design was
added, the artwork design is chip and scratch resistant and
becomes a part of the glass rather than a overlaid laminate.

Aluview product solution: Several sliding shower door designs, including top tracks incorporated into the toughened
glass top panels.

Business Hotel | 360
Rooms | Developer: Su
n International |
Architect:
Dakota
|
Contractor:
WBHO

Where ever you explore in Sun
City, you are likely to come
across an example of Aluview’s
work - highlighting our innovation and dedication to producing
masterful and elegant works of
aluminium and glass.

Aluview have been intimately involved in the refurbishment
of South Africa’s iconic holiday destination, Sun City.
Starting in 2014 with Sun City’s vacation Club, Aluview
worked on 234 units, installing 518 showers.
In 2015 we moved on to the Cabanas and completed
another 382 rooms with shower doors, toilet enclosures,
as well as Royal Front sliding aluminium doors onto the
patios of each room. From there we were asked to install
large windows and doors in the new restaurant area at
Valley of the Waves, as well as the unique wine cellar
in Legends restaurant and various glass and aluminium
entrances and balconies in public space areas.
With work already being viewed as excellent, Aluview
were asked to continue with various projects in 2016.
To this we contributed the glass dance floor and viewing
pods in the night club, entrance doors to the conference
centre and the Cabanas reception areas, as well as

Business & Vacation Hotel, Casino & Shopping Centre | 214 Units | 382 Rooms |
Developer: Sun International | Architect: MLC & Northpoint | Contractor: ZPC

sound-proofing glass
to the hotel and
casino.
Additionally
we designed and
manufactured
the
unique
aluminium
balustrading for the
casino.
To
crown
our
accomplishments
at
Sun City, Aluview
designed, manufactured
and installed not only
the front signage of
the Sun Central shopping centre (left page) , but also arguably the centre-piece of the shopping
centre (see over-leaf), the incredible sun light that marks the heart of the Sun Centre. It is difficult
not to see the hard work and innovation of Aluview wherever one explores in Sun City!
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• City Lodge Rustenburg
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•

Emperor Hotel Caesars’ Palace - Johannebsurg
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• Grayston Hotel Sandton
• City Lodge V & A Waterfront
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